PiMag Water Testimonials
(These testimonials are not endorsed by Nikken. They are from people like you and me. We make NO MEDICAL CLAIMS -- and we do
not claim to heal or cure)

I soaked 2 grapefruit, for 3 hours, one in tap water and the other in PiMag water. When I set them out on a plate, the PiMag water
grapefruit was all white!!! I was so puzzled! I decided to let them set there, watch them, and see what is going to happen next. After a
couple days of thinking about this, it dawned on me, that the white I was seeing was the wax coating that is put on the fruit to preserve it.
It had absolutely 'curdled' the wax on the PiMag water grapefruit and did nothing to the tap water one. That is what they still look like. I
am awaiting, each day, to see any changes in the fruit.
The day we received our PiMag water system, I hooked it up and started drinking it right away. I LOVE water, drink lots of it and could
taste the difference immediately. I got diarrhea the second day, so I know its helping me to clean out my body. I have noticed more saliva
in my mouth recently. I have started doing things around the house that had absolutely been left undone for a while and I KNOW it's
from drinking the marvelous water. My energy level is returning and I can't believe all the things I have accomplished this past week.
The stresses have not lessened, but I truly feel so much better since drinking this water.
I have been using PiMag water on my violets and other houseplants ever since we got the machine. It is absolutely unbelievable how great
these plants look. Stronger stems, larger leaves, many more flowers and so much larger! The violet flowers are 'hanging over', due to their
heaviness. The other household plants are also much better.
We just returned from my Dad's funeral, in MN. We had our PiMag water along and I put some 'cut flowers' in a bottle of this and also
watered some plants. The plants that the funeral home sent over to the nursing facility, died way too soon. They were put at the nurse's
stations and then in the Chapel, all within 3 days. They held a Memorial Service in the Chapel in two more days and none of the flowers
were even there. Ours kept looking beautiful. I brought the fresh cut ones and 4 plants home with us and they are STILL looking great!
It's been a week and 2 days, so far, since they were delivered. They took the 6 hour drive home, with car heat, and then coolness during
our stops and still look as beautiful as new, with NO signs of wilting with any of them. Do you suppose this water works??????????
We have been using this water to clean all our fruits and vegetables, use it in cooking and just now started giving it to our 'farm cats' to
drink. I have noticed a bad taste when drinking this water out of plastic. I am storing it in a Sun Tea jar, in the refrigerator, and only drink
it out of a 'glass'. Mmm Mmm GOOD!~~ During the night, I usually leave a glass of water out beside my bed.
DONNA
-------------------------------------------------------------------My family and I have been using the PiMag for about two weeks and have noticed some significant changes. Although we've used all our
magnetic, far-infrared and nutritional products for years, and were feeling very well and very energetic, we have noticed even a
heightened level of energy and well being since drinking the PiMag water.
I decided to do some "experimenting," with the water too, since it is “living” water. I bought some tropical fish and put one in tap water,
the other in PiMag, in sealed bowls. The one in tap water died within 7 days, the one in PiMag is still alive after more than 30 days.
Keep in mind that the fish are in sealed containers - no food or air added! Now, wouldn't you like your cells to live twice as long???
Just by drinking this phenomenal water!!! I also raise horses. I have one horse that I worked out and then offered water. Actually, he
pushed its headway down in a bucket of tap water, with bucket of PiMag close by. Then horse pulled its head out of bucket of tap water
and went to the PiMag water and drank the entire bucket full. Imagine that...animals can tell the difference!
I also soaked 4 oranges in regular tap water and 4 oranges in PiMag water for 3 hours and did not refrigerate. I then let them set in room
temperature for 26 days. The tap water oranges were deteriated to mush. The PiMag oranges were still bright orange and fit to eat.
Art Braun a friend of mine has the PiMag unit and he shared that he'd been in Viet Nam 30+ years ago and has some shrapnel in his right
nostril that keeps him from being able to breathe out of that nostril. The VA doctors have wanted to operate over the years, but Art's
refused. Just got used to not being able to breathe out of that side. Well, he said after he drank his first glass of PiMag water, his nostril
opened up! His nose ran for a couple of days, and he's been breathing from both nostrils ever since! There's just no telling what this
"LIVING WATER" is going to do for our bodies! Art also mentioned that he had been talking with a doctor from Montana who hurt all
over with a disease that affects the connective tissues of the muscles and he has had excellent results with magnetics and FIR - but even
greater improvement with PiMag water.
The PiMag water is magnetically charged; it's charged with ions; it's charged with far infrared energy; it's rich in minerals that alkalinize
the water to 7.0+ Ph (Cancer can’t survive in an Ph balanced environment), it’s oxygenated; it's clean and pure, filtering the water to 0.10
micron, able to clean the water well beyond what other even more expensive filtration systems are capable of doing. This is not just a

filtration unit that cleans the water; it's also a technology that delivers "Life" energy water for our healthy bodies! Fish can live in this
water without food for 212 days in an airtight container! "This water is food".
----------------------------------------------------A friend of mine, Marcella Davis has gone to doctors for 15 years complaining about her energy level dropping - after getting breakfast
she would give out until noon, & after preparing the noon meal she would give out till evening. She started PiMag Water & and noticed
by the end of a week she had done things that she was unable to do before without getting tired. She said, "A week ago if I had done all
that I've done I would be on my hands and knees crawling for a chair, & I'm not tired." Wow!!
----------------------------------------------------I am so excited I have to share this. Well, this is the first time in 4 1/2 years--since I had developed psoriasis that I have not been in
agony! My skin is nearly healed and I have only been using the water since Tuesday night! It is just Friday night now! Now this is not all
I do for the skin care but this is the missing piece in the equation of holistic care--for me and I hope others who I intend to help.
Also, today I talked to the first person about the water since getting the water system. It was absolutely mind blowing. I usually have to
stop frequently during a deep correction to re-hydrate the bodies (physical and Light). AND the body will not permit me to work for 3
hours as I did today because there would be the possibility of a healing crisis. Well I was giving PiMag water to the client and we did
probably some of he deepest corrections I have ever done. She remained alert and with me. People usually fade away and fall asleep as
they dehydrate during deep clearings. This was a most amazing experience! I can hardly contain my excitement! Before PiMag our
products' synergistic effects were helping my clients clear out issues faster so they would not need to come back (my goal, of course).
Now things go even deeper! Who knows how much more I will help people with this added support! WOWSERS!
Also, I had some serious oft-times debilitating pain in my right thumb. I could not even hold a pen at times. None of our products worked.
Nothing I did worked. I started washing with the PiMag water as soon as I hooked it up and within 12 hours I had full mobility of my
thumb and only an occasional twinge of discomfort.
The other night at an in-home one of the people said she had been unable to breathe through her right nostril when she came into the
house. After drinking only one glass of PiMag water she could breath easily through both nostrils!
Ali
-------------------------------------------------------------------Got our PiMag Monday...started drinking a lot immediately. I took a jug to work with me on Tuesday and continued to enjoy that
wonderful taste. By noon, I knew something was going on. I was plagued all afternoon with frequent trips to the bathroom. These trips
became increasingly more uncomfortable..... pressure, etc, etc.. By 5:00 pm I was passing a small amount of blood! After calling our
Nikken distributor/nurse friend, and finally my doctor, who both insisted I needed to go to the emergency room....I took their advice....just
to be safe! You see, I'm 53 years old, and I've NEVER had a bladder infection. Well, the hospital took their little test....and sure enough,
they said I had a bladder infection! And they immediately put me on antibiotics and pain pills, and told me to drink lots of water, so I
did....I just kept pumping that pi water in!
Now, we have all been warned about the cleansing that most likely will take place in our bodies when we start on the PiMag water
(kidneys, bladder, liver, bowels, breath, body odor), so I really believed that my body was experiencing the effects of this cleansing. But
just to be safe, I took my doctors advice.
Well, I think I was right, because I had only taken one antibiotic and all signs of anything was gone! I never took the pain pills at all and
went to work the next morning with no problems. The hospital said it was an infection...but I figure it was just a bunch of 'junk' that the pi
water had caused to break loose.....just a cleansing as warned. So as I see it, the PiMag has already saved me from
future health problems!
And as an added note, my husband of 34 years has NEVER..NEVER drank water, literally! Since installing our PiMag system he is
drinking it, and liking it, AND watering his Gerber Daisy plants with it.....the daisies were 'on death row' when he started and in just three
days....they don't even look like the same plants!
Darlene Thomas
-------------------------------------------------------------------My husband had an infection in his little toe and after soaking it for about a week in Epsom Salt water it wasn't getting any better. The
next day our PiMag water system came so he soaked his toe in the water with nothing added to it. By the next day all the
redness had disappeared and it wasn't hurting anymore! Boy was he impressed!

Carole Browning
-------------------------------------------------------------------When I was 15 years old, I had my bladder checked and the doctor's found that I had a thin walled bladder and that it would bleed
occasionally. For 28 years now I have had noticeable blood in my urine. I received my PiMag water system on Tuesday. After drinking
four glasses of water, I noticed something different, no more blood in my urine, it is now Sunday and I still have not seen any. This
product does something amazing, I am now afraid to drink any water that is not out of a PiMag filter.
Doug Kathol
-------------------------------------------------------------------We've been on PiMag water now for 6 days. The first 2 days for me were great...felt so much energy...then had a head problem...like a
bunch of cotton was stuffed in it and not enough room for it ...had that for one whole day and parts of another 1 1/2 days. Just kept
drinking more and it went away. Feel great today. Bob was in bathroom better parts of 3 days, then headache, now feels great. (I've never
seen him drink so much water.....he needs it). I have always drunk a lot of water and think that is why I had much lighter symptoms.
Veggie story: I wanted to try the lettuce test but forgot exactly how to do it. I rinsed my one head of lettuce in PiMag and rinsed the other
one in tap water. Then I forgot and put them near the heat vent in my kitchen. The next day, the one in tap water was about half wilted and
the one in PiMag was wilted on upper leaves. Then I reread the test and figured out I was supposed to soak the lettuce in PiMag for an
hour. So, I said, what the heck, I don't want to waste all this lettuce, so I threw both heads in PiMag and soaked them actually for about 2
hours because I forgot about them. The head I had originally rinsed with PiMag was smaller so I knew which one it was. It came out
totally revived and crisp even the wilted leaves...wow. The one I had rinsed in tap water, barely revived the wilted leaves. WOW. Also, I
took some week old radishes and soaked them and they came out better than new....clean, white, red...beautiful and so tasty....all my
veggies...taste like they're supposed to. I love veggies and now I really love veggies...and now they'll last longer...I won't have to make so
many trips to the store.
Sue
-------------------------------------------------------------------I started drinking the water faithfully as soon as I received about 2 weeks ago. Noticed that I have dropped a few pounds and this hasn't
happened for me in quite awhile (even with a dedicated walking program). I also find the water smooth and delicious and I do not get
hungry during the day... and no cravings for sweets!! I take a bottle to work each day as I do love to drink water... even more so now!
Here's to your health...
Mary
-------------------------------------------------------------------I take a bowl of the cold PiMag water and heat it in the microwave for 2 minutes and take it into the shower with me. I set it right outside
the shower door and after I am done showering, shampooing my hair, etc., right before I get out, I take that bowl of PiMag water and use
it as a final rinse over my hair and whole body. I can't believe how great my hair is! It is so manageable (It does what I want it to do!
How about that?) and shines so nice and feels so good! It doesn't even feel like my hair! There really is a big difference! My skin feels so
good too. It's like your skin is relaxed!
Darlene
----------------------------------------------------Our family started drinking the PiMag water and Toni who usually doesn't like to drink water has already had 8 glasses. Our 13 year-old
son asked, "Dad, did they put something in this water to make it addictive?" I have already put down at least 12 eight-ounce glasses in a
6-hour period. Our water now has flavor, life, and texture. I obviously can't give any amazing testimonies yet, but I can feel that it's doing
something very positive to my system, both mental and physical. I feel better than I've felt in weeks- and I have suffer from Lyme disease.
Steve and Toni Roberts
----------------------------------------------------I was in an audience in Toronto about two weeks ago when they asked for 6 people with discomfort in their hands. Still being a little
skeptical I volunteered. I have severe discomfort in my index finger on my left hand - I cannot make a complete fist. They gave me a little
water in my hands and told me to rub in as I would a hand cream to the area. I did this, and then proceeded to attempt to make a fist,

again, and again, and again - after approximately 2 minutes I could make a fist - I couldn't believe it. So now imagine someone making a
fist over, and over again, and again - and this is a tight fist - this went for approximately 12 minutes. Then the discomfort returned. I was
literally dumbfounded. This little demonstration proved to me that "whatever" Pi-Water is constructed of can penetrate areas that normal
water can't.
Bernie King
-------------------------------------------------------------------Info from my friends Bonne & Charlie White:
We have done a fish test that really showed the power of the PiMag water. Here's what we did:
We have three identical jars with 2 cups of water in each one. One jar had PiMag water, one jar had tap water and one jar had our $1200
distilled water system water in it. We put a fish in each jar, closed the lid and taped it shut! We wrote the time and date (December 9,
2000) on each jar. Within a few hours of the first day, the fish in the tap water and also the fish in the distilled water died! As of this date,
January 1, 2001 the fish in the PiMag water is still alive! The water is still crystal clear and he is happily swimming around. How long
will he live? Don’t know! But even at this date, this is incredible. He has already lived 22 days longer than the other fish.
Here’s another thing we did! Our sprayer on our sink was clogged with water deposits and we didn’t use it because the water wouldn’t
come out. I took the sprayer part and stuck it in a glass of water and left for the day. When I returned home, all the deposits on the
sprayer had dissolved and my sprayer works fine! If it can do this for our water pipes, etc. think what it can do for our “pipes”.
I ALSO WATER ALL MY PLANTS WITH OUR PI-MAG WATER! I AM SEEING A DIFFERENCE! I AM A MASTER
GARDENER, SO MY PLANTS ARE IMPORTANT TO ME! People are reporting African Violets blooming after years of no blooming.
These plants are notoriously difficult to get to bloom. Conditions must be just right!
-------------------------------------------------------------------In the past when we had spaghetti at home or out, it didn't make a bit of difference, I would wake in the middle of the night with severe
heartburn and head for the antacid bottle. Well we had home made spaghetti the other night for dinner and the left overs for lunch. Drank
lots of PiMag water all day each day and no heart burn either day.
Then last evening (1/3/2000) I worked until midnight on the Internet and went to bed. I awoke at 2am with horrible itching all over my
torso. Got up and looked in the mirror and from the top of my neck to my knees I was covered with red blotches and hives. I wasn't sure
what was happening but the first thing I thought of was shingles. I had them once before and it took three months for them to heal. I went
for the PiMag and did a sponge bath with Soflower herbal foaming cleanser, allowed it air dry and then splashed botanical balancing toner
all over. Then I went to the living room and crawled into the lazy boy on a Kenkoseat and wrapped up in a far-infrared travel comforter.
Slept there two hours and got up and went to bed at 5:30. When I finally got up at 8:30 this morning all signs of the hives, redness and
itching were GONE! THANK YOU NIKKEN. My only regret; I don't have pictures of before and after to show my doctor.
David b. Mcclure
-------------------------------------------------------------------When I dropped off some PiMag for a friend to taste, she showed me some lilies that, despite all her efforts for 5 days, would not bloom.
She asked if the PiMag would help. I told her I didn't know, but since Pi Water was originally discovered in plants, it couldn't hurt. I
replaced the water in vase with PiMag and left. When I returned home in about 10 minutes the phone was ringing. It was my friend all
excited because the lilies had bloomed after receiving their PiMag "fix". JP in Florida
-------------------------------------------------------------------When I say I was hooked up intravenously to my coffee pot, it’s only a slight exaggeration. I used to drink coffee from the time I got up to
the time I went to bed. After 2wks on PiMag* Living Energy Water, I can only stomach 2 cups per day!! I never would have believed it if
it didn't happen to me. Suzi
-------------------------------------------------------------------After hearing about the infected toe experience with the PiMag Living Energized Water (LEW)........My husband has had a reddish small
sore on the end of his nose for sometime that just would not go away. We were preparing to go to a skin specialist because he has had a
lot of 'sunburned' noses in his 66 years. He massaged the PiMag water on the spot before going to bed. I was not aware that he had done
so, but I noticed and commented to him the next day that the 'spot' looked much better. He then told me 'his secret.' He massaged more Pi

LEW in that night before retiring and......voila! In the morning there was absolutely no sign of the spot! I've had a fungus toenail for
years.....think I'm going to try soaking it in some PiMag ....it certainly can't hurt!
Darlene
-------------------------------------------------------------------Several nights ago, my neighbor had a gas grill blow up in his face knocking him on the ground. His wife came running to me for help.
His hair was singed, his eyebrows burned & he felt like his face was still on fire. I used the mini quilt, but he didn't feel immediate relief.
Then I filled a spray bottle with PiMag & sprayed him....instant relief! Later he went to the ER, and they covered his face with wet saline
sponges, gave him pain pills & discharged him following a negative chest x-ray. He said the one thing that helped him the most was the
PiMag!!!
Joan
-------------------------------------------------------------------KATHY A WILLIAMS wrote:
It's been a rough week for me, sick, but have turned the corner and doing well today. If there is any way that I can encourage someone
else, you have a powerful tool, and I will be glad to give testimony of the benefits I have received thus far.
The Pi water, I know is facilitating the recovery process. Because of the drug-free, detoxing course of treatment I have chosen to rid
myself of the Fibro and Lupus then continually detoxing for the last 8 months, then going from July thru December with that horrible rash
on my face, in just 4 days, with the Pi Water and the Infrared, completely cleared it. Then I took another step and bathed in the Pi water,
the 7 days of clear healthy skin then turned to what appeared to be scalded looking skin and then another 7 days later the healthy clear
skin returned. After what I have been through, I know that this Pi water and Infrared have provided amazing results for me. Since both
conditions are powerful infirmities, I can only imagine what a relatively healthy person might experience, with the regular intake of the Pi
Water, to maintain a healthy fully functioning body.
What a potentially powerful tool to be used in conjunction with proactive healthcare treatment. I know that the rash is just a measurement
of what's going on inside, in order for the clear skin to return, there has to be healing and effective processing of organ function. I just
can't say enough about this water, and how vital it is for maintaining health. Water is responsible for and involved in nearly every bodily
process, including digestion, absorption, circulation and excretion, the primary transporter of nutrients throughout the body, maintaining
normal body temperature and carrying waste materials out of the body. Obviously the caliber of water the PiMag Water System provides
only enhances these life-essential bodily processes.
Peace, Joy, Love and Light...Kathy
-------------------------------------------------------------------Thanks to my friend Suzi for sharing this - hooray for the PiMag* system!
Got my test results back from the environmental monitoring lab. My well water prior to testing had traces of coliform bacteria in it. When
I got my test sheet back after using the filtration system, all that was detected was Calcium & Magnesium!! Awesome!!!
-------------------------------------------------------------------I want to share that I am soaking my hard gas permeable contact lenses in PiMag water and they feel as good as when my contact lens
specialist polishes and cleans the plaque off at each of my visits...I have been wearing contacts for 40 years and can honestly say my
biggest challenge has been to keep them "clean"...Nick always chastises me for the plaque build-up...I can't wait for my next visit....
-------------------------------------------------------------------I work up Thursday morning realizing I had an infected eye. When I went to the bedroom that night my left eye was completely pasted
shut. So I washed it out with a washcloth. I debated about seeing my doctor for a prescription but I really didn't have time. So I decided to
try the PiMag water to see what it would do. I used a cosmetic cotton pad and washed my eye with PiMag water every few hours or when
ever it itched. By night it was much better. I was going to go to the doctor on Friday if I needed to. Guess what! It was almost healed by
Friday morning. That night when I went to the bathroom, the eye was not seeping at all! I continued to use the PiMag water on Friday and
Saturday whenever it became a little uncomfortable. Now on Sunday the redness is all gone! My eye actually healed faster than if I had
used a prescription! I had an infected eye twice during the past year. In October I had a knee replacement for the second time on the same
leg. It was in November of the previous year that I had my first surgery. It became loose after 5 or 6 months. With all that extra antibiotics
that my system had to cope with, I sure was happy that I did not need to have any more antibiotics for my eye. That PiMag water is like
medicine coming right out the tap! Even my liver spots on my hands are fading away! That stuff is wonderful!

Luella Lohrentz
----------------------------------------------------------------------------I recently received my PiMag living water system and was amazed at the result that I got. The next day after drinking the water, my face
cleared up! I had had breakouts from [a terrible skin condition] on my forehead and one cheek, which were constant no matter what I did.
Since being on the water, they have not occurred and I have even eaten chocolate!
I am a pediatric home care nurse. I love sharing the PiMag water with the clients because it is so good for the children. It is especially
good for the bowels. I must say, though, one parent reported me for sharing the PiMag water and I was told not to mix business with my
clients. I had not asked her to buy anything. One of the clients I shared the technologies with bought products and became a distributor
and is sharing with others that come in to care for his daughter. (the far-infrared keeps his daughter's temp regulated beautifully)
I also gave a quilt sample to a mom with an infant and she is doing beautifully with it. People just need more information!
As a nurse, I can see the turning tide in health care and how people are desperately seeking ways to prevent illness. Nikken products are
an absolute Godsend! And the beauty of it being a network marketing company is just too sweet. God revealed to me that the difference
between retail sales and network marketing, is the difference between running a medical clinic and running a medical school.
Mary E Scarff
----------------------------------------------------------------------------At a Wellness Preview I was just at, a lady told about her mother who was suffering from severe congestion and breathing problems.
They put PiMag water in a moisturizer in her room. The next day the mother was so greatly improved, she was going about her normal
activities. When the lady went into her mother’s room, she said it smelled fresh, clean and sweet from the PiMag moisture in the air.
Also a friend of mine had two identical packages of dried beans. Several weeks before he got his PiMag unit, he soaked one package of
the beans overnight in tap water. The next morning, he poured that water off and covered the beans again with tap water and cooked
them. He said the beans were delicious, but... very potent! He froze several dishes of them to eat later and it seemed the longer it was
before he finally reheated and ate them all, they just became that much more potent.
After he got his PiMag unit, he cooked the other package of the same beans. This time he soaked them overnight in PiMag water. The
next morning, he poured that water off and recovered the beans with PiMag water and cooked them, exactly as before. Again the beans
were delicious, but this time noticeably less potent. Again, he froze several dishes of them and as he reheated and ate them, they
remained noticeably less potent. Interesting co-incidence, eh? The moral of this true story... use PiMag Water for energy that's...
BENEFICIAL.
Leon
-------------------------------------------------------------------When I first started using the PiMag water I experienced a rash on my neck and my face broke out. It has been about 4 1/2 weeks now and
the rash is gone and my face is really clear.. I think this is a part of the cleansing process.
Susan McMorris
-------------------------------------------------------------------I have a good friend whose 14-year-old daughter, Anne, has been having stomach discomfort for 2 years. When she was 12 and the
problem was just beginning, she was seen by lots of doctors, and finally wound up at Scottish Rite Children's Hospital in an effort to
discover the cause of the problem. Testing gave no results, and the pediatrician finally recommended that Anne take
two Zantac each day. She's been on Zantac for 2 years. When Anne's family tried the PiMag water system, Anne's mom noticed that she
wasn't taking her Zantac as much. After 2 weeks of PiMag water, Anne has only taken one Zantac. Her stomach is doing great.
An adult friend of mine was on two Axids each day to keep her stomach and esophagus from burning. She's been drinking PiMag
water for a month and only takes an Axid if she eats very spicy food in the evenings. In other words, her day-to-day stomach problem has
virtually disappeared. If you know people with digestive problems, please share the PiMag water with them. It's such a simple solution
that it seems too good to be true – but it is.
Elaine Wood
----------------------------------------------------------------

My baby turned one when we first got our living energy water system. She drank almost no water before then. Now she often requests it
by saying, "Thirsty," while pointing to the system on the counter. (She is 15 months old.) My mom commented last night, "I've never
seen a baby drink water like that!" She really loves it.
Shelly
------------------------------------------------------------------------Jim Burns, Nikkens water guru, was at a Super Saturday in Berkeley and informed us that the National Sanitary Foundation has recently
rated our PiMag System. He told us they have said it is the best water filter they have ever tested. Here is link to their site -- click on
Certified Products, type in Nikken for manufacturer and follow the prompts. http://www.nsf.org/
I’ve found a great way to show how PiMag Water works is to take a sweet potato, cut in half -- one in PiMag, one in tap water -- PiMag
potato grows 13" vine growing straight up, tap water potato just gets smelly and rotting!
Jan Payne
-------------------------------------------------------------------I have a sister who has had numerous health challenges for several years. She has used the travel pad, comforter, and various other Nikken
products for quite sometime; however, the PiMag water has given truly amazing results. Medical tests done at the end of November 2000
showed one kidney had shut down. This was just one more blow in the long list of health problems and caused us great concern. I
installed the PiMag water system on her kitchen faucet on December 4, 2000 and she agreed to begin drinking at least 64 oz. of this water
per day. In two days, she called to say she had much greater urine output, like someone had turned on the faucet instead of the usual
straining for just a few drops. Tests to determine the cause of the kidney dysfunction were done on January 8th, 2001 and the results
showed totally restored kidney function. Her doctors were both totally amazed and had no explanation as to how this could happen. She
told them she had been drinking the PiMag water since the first test results were given her. Neither doctor had heard of it but told her to
keep it up (and asked for information on the system). My sister is a transformed woman. She has much more energy, a much better
appetite, no more stomach discomfort, and best of all, a positive attitude – one of hope that her once failing health is on the mend. This
has truly been a miracle in our lives.
This same sister has a disease which affects the extremities causing her toes to be icy cold and translucent in color and throb constantly
during the winter months. This has been going on for years and nothing has been of help. As cold weather approached she began soaking
her feet in a product recommended by a friend and had great relief; however, she ran out of the product and didn't purchase more. Her toes
began to ache. I suggested she soak them in the PiMag water. She has been doing that for several weeks now and the aching has
completely gone away and the toes are warm. Then, today she called to say she awoke last night with a knee hurting so much she couldn't
sleep. Just for the heck of it she began to rub some PiMag water into the knee and after about 30 minutes the ache went away and has not
returned. Is this amazing stuff, or what?
---------------------------------------------------------------I cut a deep slice in my finger with a broken glass. I immediately wrapped the wound in a piece of magstep trimming and some tape. 24
hours later the wound was still wide open so I applied a few drops of the PiMag concentrate (it did sting a bit) and reapplied the trimming
and tape. 12 hours later the gash was gone - WOW - it was like the wound was never there! This concentrate is living energy and just
what our bodies need. We have the best wellness products available to mankind - get out there and share this technology!
Take care, Kelly
---------------------------------------------------------------I wanted to try an experiment with a fish in the PiMag water so I purchased a Beta fish, glass vase, water Lilly and a bunch of colored
plastic artificial rocks from Wal-Mart. Took all this home and put all together and introduced the fish as soon as I thought the water had
reached room temperature. I put the Beta in his new home at bedtime and the next morning he had gone to fish heaven. Then I sat down
and analyzed everything about the situation. My diagnosis: Pi Water is made up of such small active molecules that it "Leached" the
Toxic chemicals out of the fake rocks that I had added to add "beauty" to the fish home. I allowed the rocks to leach for 3 days and them
washed everything in fresh PiMag water and then filled up the vase with new PiMag water and allowed to stand 24 hours. Then I
purchased a new Beta (Male Chinese Fighting Fish) and he is very happy with his home and has been for a month. My opinion: PiMag
water is great for fish, but it is so biologically active that it will pull chemicals out of anything that is introduced into the tank. So care
must be exercised to "leach" anything of a plastic nature that is going to be put into the fish tank.
Harvey Hall, DVM
----------------------------------------------------------------

Hello, my name is Joseff Boyer. I live in Tucson, AZ. I was a hospice nurse for a number of years prior to my Nikken life. I have always
been skeptical by nature and had seen no benefit from the concentrate. Mainly based on price/use. So I had not tried it yet.
I had been suffering from a horrible "digestive tract" problem for weeks, the origin of which has yet to be determined. I was attending a
local expo, half in the van (sick). A local distributor, Joan Maderas, saw that I was on my way to the van. She asked me if I had tried the
concentrate drops yet. I said no. She said here take them and use them.
I tried them immediately and by the time I reached the van to lay down I felt better than I did for weeks. I attended most of the remainder
of the event and was even able to go out to dinner with part of my team later that evening... Joan and Nikken are angels in my life right
now. I have been putting the concentrate in all beverages other than PiMag water (which I love as well and was on but did not have the
same effect as the concentrate did). I used them under my tongue and now in all beverages...
---------------------------------------------------------------My son's ankle was badly bruised when he played basketball without shoes and his big brother(who had shoes) landed right on his right
ankle. We soaked his foot in PiMag on and off for 3 days and it was remarkable. He is walking with a slight limp, but the swelling was
really kept to a minimum and it healed much faster than I expected. Wow!
Evelyn Stettin
---------------------------------------------------------------I have Psoriasis that itches like crazy. I HAVE to scratch it, it can't be ignored. When I scratch it, however, I wind up with large sores all
over the place that leave scars. The doctors have given me RX drugs, each one more toxic than the next. Applying the cream is messy and
the itching goes on for minutes even after applying the stuff. So imagine my thrill when I started itching yesterday and all I had on my
desk was a tube of PiMag concentrate. I thought, "why not?" I'm glad I did. ONE DROP was all it took to virtually INSTANTLY stop
the itch...for hours. One drop can cover quite an area when rubbed into the skin. I remember when I was a young girl swimming in the
Atlantic Ocean. If we got a case of poison ivy we'd head to the beach and soak in the ocean's salt water. Have you ever tasted a drop of
PiMag concentrate? SALTY! Y'know what? I could care less about WHY it works, I'm just tickled that it does. Try it! Now, aren't you
itching to try it?
Beverly Kurtin
----------------------------------------------------------------------------BEFORE PI WATER
I grew up in Trois-Rivieres, Quebec, a pulp and paper town where the water is (was?) very unappetizing ...I now realize that I have
suffered from chronic dehydration all my life - bouts of severe constipation as a child and ongoing, horrible skin breakouts throughout
my life starting in my teenage years and ongoing, and, by my thirties, a very drawn appearance and low energy and ongoing. The worst
was dry eye syndrome for 25 years! On the worst days, which were becoming more frequent of late, my eyes felt like a vice was
squeezing them. I suffered emotionally too ... the embarrassment of unsightly red puffy eyes, under eye dark circles, and bad to worse
vision. Four years ago, I started to drink water along with using all of the magnetic technology, and began to feel relief from bowel
problems, and neck and shoulder agony, and even periodic eye relief. I know now that I still wasn't drinking enough water to get over
chronic dehydration ... only 5 - 6 glasses ... and certainly not quality water - only plain filtered water!
AFTER PI WATER
I've been drinking Pi water since last October. By December I noticed subtle changes in my appearance and my health. The book "Your
Body's Many Cries for Water" turned on my lights to chronic dehydration ... I immediately tripled my intake of Pi water - 4 - 5 litres a
day: now I feel clearheaded, focused, and my eyes, skin and nose feel wonderfully moist, like being in a humid tropical climate. My eyes
look much clearer, and the sclera (whites of the eye) is healing, daily! BONUS! My aging boomer skin tone is more even-toned, clear and
radiant, and my skin is more refined and resilient, the broken capillaries around my nose are healing, my hair and nails feel glossier, and
my brown spots are fading (face/hands). The skin in my chin and neck area is firmer, plumper, and tighter, to the point where my friend,
Judith Milne, an aesthetician by profession, was sure I had had a facelift! I can't wait to see the results the couple of months bring ... I
won't need make-up at all!
Pauline C. "The Water Lady" de Gonzague
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------On Good Friday morning I received a panic call from a friend who owns a flower shop. I had been telling her about Pi Water for several
weeks, and since I had already equipped her shop with a magnetic water conditioning system, she was listening. It seemed that her flower
supplier had just delivered an order of lilies that were about two weeks late. That meant it would take about that long for them to open.
Unfortunately she was to deliver them to our church with the expectation that they would be open on Easter Sunday. I went to her shop
that morning and soaked all 50 plants with PiMag water. I returned in the afternoon and there were a few bulbs open, so I watered then
again. The next time I saw the lilies was at the 8AM service Sunday morning. They were open and beautiful! Alleluia!
JP
---------------------------------------------------------------My father, 76 years of age, recently suffered a heart attack and ultimately landed in a world renowned Cleveland hospital. The triple
bypass was a complete success and finished in half the time they allotted for his surgery. His recovery time was to be six weeks and he
should have been back on his feet.
Enter medical booboo #1
Two days after his surgery, one of the nursing staff pulled the tape off one of the incisions on his leg. It was too soon and the incision
gapped. They did not dress the opening and just let it close on its own. A large, very dark scab formed over the new leg wound and they
sent him home and said it would heal. A week later the staff looked at this wound and said it was not infected, then it was, then it wasn't.
On antibiotics, off antibiotics, on again. Finally, I had had enough. I tell everyone that I have an MD behind my name (stands for
Mouthy Daughter). I knew enough about how wounds should be treated that I was uncomfortable with this whole situation.
Mistake #2 - they admitted they were wrong and lied to us for 3 weeks.
Then they decided to remove the scab that had covered the wound because they thought it was GANGRENE. This really scared us and
made us mad. To make matters worse, a visiting nurse told us that she wasn't worried my father would lose his leg; she was concerned for
his life. Can you imagine how we felt at that point?!? An aggressive nurse finally removed a lot of dead tissue and irrigated the wound,
which had formed a huge hematoma and left a cavity in my father's leg the size of an eggplant (no exaggeration). With that fuel added to
my already simmering fire, I decided to take matters into my own hands. After all, what did we have to lose?
So - here's the PiMag part. The wound was finally uncovered, lanced and irrigated. Every day for three weeks, a nurse came to the house,
and performed the routine of changing the packing and dressing of his wound, which originally held 9' of saline soaked gauze. The night
before I left for California for a week, I snuck into the house and changed the solution in the bottle to PiMag water. The wound was
healing, but very slowly. When I got back 7 days later, I went to check on my father and made sure I went while the nurse was there so I
could check on my little experiment. To my amazement, the tissue in his leg had remarkably growth and filled in that whole cavity to the
point where there is just a small indention and the skin can now heal over the wound.
"Wow", I said "What happened while I was gone that caused that to heal so fast?" And the nurse’s reply was, "We don't have a clue, it's
like a miracle, this thing just started healing and hasn't stopped!"
I know what happened and I'm glad I was brave enough to switch the saline solution to PiMag water. This is not something I recommend
anyone doing, never take medical matters into your own hands. But I did what I have been taught the last eight months while in NIKKEN
and that is to lead with your heart. I did and it possibly saved my father's life. I hope he never find's out he was my little lab rat.
Robin Titus
---------------------------------------------------------------Here are a couple of PiMag Observations:
1. We now know of two pet dogs that drink PiMag water exclusively (ours & a friend of ours) that do NOT turn the grass yellow with
their urine...coincidence?
2. I CAN NOT 'crack' my knuckles anymore, ( noticed just this week after drinking PiMag water since November last year...used to
drive my wife CRAZY!)

3.

My herefore mentioned beautiful wife used to comment (never Complain!) often about 'Acid Stomach' (and had to use a back-flex on
her stomach in the morning, now noticed that the condition has 'gone away'! As Kathleen Deoull said: "What a way to make a
living!"

Burt & Lynn Smith
---------------------------------------------------------------Upon arriving at a woman’s home (an 84 year old) we discovered that she had a swollen right hand and it was very red. We placed her
hand into a glass of PiMag water. After approximately 10 minutes we looked at her swollen fingers on the right hand. They were no
longer red (were normal skin color) and the swelling went away. We then soaked the entire hand and in the same amount of time the right
hand now looked better than the left. She and her husband were amazed at how smooth the hand was and soft.
Lawrence
---------------------------------------------------------------Here are some testimonials I've gotten about using the water from our counter top water filter and energy processor.
Leon
----------------"The processed water is a wonderful addition to our health. If it's setting next to you, it will get drank and that's good. Our grandson, who
is almost 2 years old, would not drink tap water in his sippy cup through the day. My daughter started taking the processed water home
with her and within two days, he started drinking water all day. He also slept on a pet pad since he was two weeks old. He went from
waking up every 3 hours to only waking up once a night immediately. In a short while, he went to sleeping 10-12 hours without waking
up and still does. My wife uses the processed water instead of her former window cleaner to clean windows and glass. It doesn't streak
and bead like regular water does. It has improved the tasted of our well water tremendously. My daughter has been misting my
grandson's bottom with the processed water for diaper rash, before she applies lotion, with great results. My wife wears ear rings so
infrequently that if she wears them for two or three consecutive days, her earlobes get sore and red. By misting the processed water on
the ear ring posts and on her earlobe, the problem goes away. " J.D., Ohio
"I found if I burned my tongue, I could hold the processed water in my mouth a moment and it stopped hurting and doesn't get sour.
Fresh cut flowers last about twice as long in the processed water. I warm about 3 cups of processed water every morning before I shower.
When I’m done showering, I pour this water over my head and entire body. I no longer use hair conditioner and my skin feels softer than
ever. The Swiss Soflower lotion on my body seems to be going even further and I'm using less. We only use the processed water to make
baby bottles." D.A., California
"I have been hurting in one side of my forehead for over three years. It was always there when I touched it or the wind blew on my
forehead. I have been to Medical Doctors, Neurologists, Nutritional Specialists and an Orthopedic Doctor without receiving any help. It
had become much more of a concern having recently extended all through my head so I was concerned that I had a tumor. After drinking
the processed water for about two or three weeks, I DO NOT HAVE ANY MORE HURTING. THANK GOD. Everyone we tell about
this is amazed." M.S., Florida
"We use the processed water for everything we can, cooking, reconstituting juices, dry skim milk, cooking vegetables and making soups.
I found that by soaking a potato for baking in the processed water for about 5 minutes before popping it in the microwave, it comes out
fluffy and tasty. We like the processed water for brushing teeth and washing our faces. It's good to rub on tired muscles and to splash on a
sunburned area. We recently had a mare with a bad leg wound. We irrigated it with the water and it recovered just fine without any
antibiotics from the vet. We use the water for the plants and pets too. We feel it is the reason we have been healthier this winter in
regards to colds and flu. We love it!" S.W. Iowa
"I drink at least 3 quarts of the processed water a day, which is more than I've been drinking daily for more than 65 years. I notice
increased energy, better early morning regularity and overall feeling "better than good." The Perfect Start meal replacement drinks seem
almost "creamy" made with the processed water alone. I soak dry beans in the processed water over night. Then I pour that water off and
slow cook the beans in fresh processed water. They seem even tastier and have no gas, even when portions are frozen and re-heated later.
I also carry a small one ounce "mister" and mist my face and head several times a day, just to moisten my skin. The little one ounce
mister is also fantastic to help keep me awake when driving on long trips. My short term memory also seems a lot better." L.B. Texas
"Whenever I eat something I shouldn't have and get an upset stomach or heartburn, I drink several glasses of the processed water and it
goes away in just a few minutes. I mist my eyes with the processed water to relieve burning sensations. My nose used to be very dry and
I would have a nose bleed 2 or 3 times a week, when I blew my nose. I've had this problem from 6 years old until now (over 60 years).
Now, from drinking and misting with the processed water, my nose is moist and I have no more nose bleeds. Our granddaughter, who is
10, complained of a stomach ache 2 or 3 times a day. I got her to drinking the processed water instead of taking stomach medication. The
water works just as fast and is a lot better for her health and her stomach aches are getting fewer all the time. We think the processed
water is also fantastic for PREVENTION." W.T. Arizona

---------------------------------------------------------------We had a rainstorm come through recently which blew two baby birds out of their nest. Here in Tucson, it is very hot this time of year and
my main concern for them was dehydration. It was so nice to know that I could feed these little guys PiMag water without worrying about
the side effects of the chemicals in tap water! Their mother came to them and took care of them (on the ground) until they could fly. The
babies sure did appreciate PiMag water!
Diana LaBeau
---------------------------------------------------------------I was asked by Dr. Wynman to construct a web sight spotlighting his many achievements, and most recent discovery, Nikken. I have
used a few of the products given to me by Dr. Wynman and an associate of his. I was asked by this associate to help retrieve a forgotten
piece of baggage she left in a hotel in Ft. Worth after a Nikken World Convention. Since I live in Dallas and she, in Northern California,
she assumed it a stones throw for me to pick up her Nikken Sleep Pad, Comforter and Pillow. I simply called a courier and had it
delivered to me. She said I could use it for a month or so. I loved it.
After posting a ton of information for the site regarding Nikken's PiMag processing, I really wanted to try it. The big unit is 850.00..fully
automatic and quite beautiful. Then came the PiMag squeeze bottle. 130 bucks (or so). Same results, portable and sturdy. I bought one.
I was very anxious to get it, so I don't know how biased I was. I started using it. Filling it with Sparkletts or equal water. WOW! The
difference was immediately noticeable. I admit, my heart would race each morning when I poured my first Pepsi, (my drug of choice). I
would follow that by 4 or 5 more through out the day, for over 20 years.
For the first 3 weeks I had it, I drank only PiMag water to quench my thirst. I actually over drank (if that is possible). Drinking when I
wasn't really thirsty. I felt very hydrated and felt no need for Pepsi/Coke/Sprite. I did need a bit of will power, but not much because my
body was not asking for fluids. It was actually easy! I did have a Pepsi a few weeks back and it tasted like pure syrup...not very
appetizing. I quickly chased it with my bottle.
Cliff - Dallas, TX
---------------------------------------------------------------The PiMag water system has provided me with an unexpected (but hoped for) benefit. The number of spasms I experience has gone down
to almost zilch. No spasm equals more energy and more energy means I can walk without having to rely on my wheelchair as much. In
fact, in the past week or so I have just started leaving my wheelchair in the van! Yes, it is an investment, but wheelchairs are also
expensive.
Beverly Kurtin
---------------------------------------------------------------I have a lady in my life who is very special to me. She has two sons who have an inherited congenital degenerative lung disease. These
children required inhalation treatments and chest physiotherapy several times per day. The oldest boy died 4 years ago at the age of nine
years at a point where his lung function was 33% of predicted for his age and size. The remaining living child is presently nine years old
and goes to the Sick Children's Hospital in Toronto every 3-4 months for assessment and pulmonary function testing. In September 2000,
he was tested and his best test, FEV1, was 90% of predicted. In November the Pimag water system came into the house and I informed
the child that he must drink 4-5 glasses of the PiMag water every day. About 6 weeks ago ( late Feb early March 2001)he was tested again
at the hospital and his FEV1 was a whopping 97% of predicted. This amazed his doctors at the hospital. He was instructed to go off all
inhalation treatments and to discontinue chest physiotherapy. What this water has done is amazingly helped his lungs. Being unable to
make claims for the product I can only say that this PiMag water has had a positive effect on his lung function.
Dr.Yehiel Meghory B.Sc.MD.CCFP.MBA
-----------------------------------------------------------------For several years I've been trying to convince myself I like vegetables. Unfortunately, my taste buds got in the way...until I soaked them
in Pi-Mag water for an hour, then drained, patted dry and refrigerated those pesky veggies. WOW - it's almost like eating candy! These
aren't organic veggies - just plain old everyday ones you pick up un the grocery store. Now I don't have to tell myself I like veggies!
Barbara Votik
----------------------------------------------------------------

My son had terrible rashes on the back of his knees the past two summers. By June he couldn't wear shorts anymore because of the
reddness and open sores from scratching. It began again this summer. Within a week of drinking the Pi water, the rashes stoppped
and within another week his skin was back to normal.
Oran
---------------------------------------------------------------We have been wall papering in our home and half way thru I thought I wonder if the pre-pasted wall paper would work any better with
PiMag Water in the dip tray? So I gave it a try and I could tell a difference. One might ask how that could make a difference. As we
understand that Magnetism breaks up the molecules so our water is wetter so the paste works better.
Same as our experience of crop sprayers. When one can spray the crop or weeds and because the water is wetter - the water spray stays on
the leaves and when one can keep the water from running off on the ground we have better results. Go Nikken.
LG
--------------------------------------------------------------Ever wonder why sun tea tastes better than tea made on top of the stove? Ever wonder why plants grow immediately after a rain and not
when we water them with the hose? The answer is that the water has been energized by the far-infrared rays from the sun. Alternative
healers throughout the ages have understood that water may be imprinted with a variety of vibrational characteristics for the purposes of
healing. Water is, according to Richard Gerber, M.D., the "universal storage medium of vibrational energy." That is, water can be charged
with and is able to store the pranic (life giving) energy from the sun and earth. Dr. Gerber also describes experiments using healer-treated
water. Chemical analysis of the healer-treated water showed "significant changes in infrared spectroscopy." The same treated water was
able to induce measurable changes in plant physiology and growth, although there were no physical substances added to nor detected in
the water. It appears that some healer treated water displays the same or similar properties of PiMag Water that carries both magnetic
energy and far-infrared energy. For further reading see Vibrational Medicine, by Richard Gerber, M.D., Sante Fe: Bear and Company,
1996.
-------------------------------------------------------------------One of our downline was telling us that they did not experience any increased energy with their PiMag water. They strength tested
themselves and several others with no added strength. We suggested that they check the magna-charger to make sure the arrow was facing
in the direction of the flow of water and that it was as close as possible to the PiMag unit. The next day they e-mailed us that indeed the
magnet was on backwards. When they corrected it results in strength testing were, in their words, "amazing".
This week we received an e-mail from one of our downline telling us of the new energy they experienced from drinking PiMag water.
They are both in their 80's and very active, in fact they have now started to play tennis! Another benefit that John noticed was that his
PSA numbers have come down .8.... the only thing he has done different is drinking lots of PiMag water.
Love that liquid energy,
Lynne, Redding CA
-------------------------------------------------------------------As a Silver Wellness Consultant & Certified Fitness Instructor, I have been keeping statistics on how Nikken's PiMag & Optimized Water
effects clients, members and other Wellness Consultants I have tested their hydration levels. (The body's ability to stay hydrated/retain
water, has a profound effect on one's health and wellness).
x
x
x
x

x

Test approximately 200 member a month for Body Fat, LBM and Water Levels: (Hydration/De-Hydration Levels).
A correlation was seen between Nikken PiMag / Optimized Water and traditional forms of water.
A scale was used from 1 to 100:
1 = someone extremely de-hydration
100 = someone optimally hydrated.
Findings:
Of the approximately 5,000 + members/clients tested:
¾ 99 % tested – registered between 50- 69 % of optimal hydration. (Even thou they use filtered, bottled, RO or
tap water).
¾ Upon monthly re-testing still register as de-hydrated.
Only 50 out 5,000 have had levels equal to 100 – of those 50, five (5) individuals tested higher than 100. They ALL
happen to be Nikken Wellness Consultants.

1. Darrin Sliva “Big D” – 149
2. Myself “Big Z” – 128
3. Mike Wilke – 119
4. Tom Sander – 109
5. Bill Miller – 103
(All Consultants are using PiMag and/or Optimized Water)
 Truly emphasizes just how effective Nikken’s water technologies are toward providing true health and wellness.
Mark M. Zieringer - Certified Fitness Trainer, ISSA CFT II
---------------------------------------------------------------1. Mr. Lee is a 74 year-old Korean American living in Los Angeles. First diagnosed with colon carcinoma 3 years ago, he was initially
treated with surgical resection and adjuvant chemotherapy. Unfortunately the cancer recurred locally 8 months ago. At the same time he
was introduced to the PiMag/ Optimized water. Despite the concerns of his surgeon that a second round of chemotherapy was not used,
today Mr. Lee received the fantastic news that scans showed no residual tumor whatsoever.
2. My mother is 73 years old and lives in Cupertino, California. Two years ago she was diagnosed with uterine carcinoma. This was
treated with surgery alone. In the post- operative period she developed excruciating right-sided sciatica. Spinal stenosis was diagnosed by
MRI, nerve and muscle studies. Decompressive surgery was performed one year ago. She was started on Nikken products, including
Antioxidant, PiMag/Optimized water and the Palm Mag. Even with marked muscle wasting after 2 years of inactivity, she soon began to
crawl, then stood with a walker and now ambulates unassisted.
3. Lydia Olson is a Chinese American in her late 50's, living beside the Monterey Bay. Three years ago she was diagnosed with breast
cancer. This was approached with mastectomy and adjuvant chemotherapy. A year and a half ago, she was found with widespread
metastases involving spine, ribs and cranium. Chemotherapy was offered with a new regimen, but the first cycle proved quite devastating.
Fortunately she was started on PiMag/Optimized water, Long Johns, and the sleep system. Her next cycle went so smoothly that she went
dancing and continued to feel well throughout the remainder of the course of chemotherapy. To date, all metastases have disappeared and
the tumor marker is normal.
John Jackson, M.D.
---------------------------------------------------------------Pi water is a GREAT spot remover. Don't know why, but I treat every kind of stain with Pi Water before washing it with fantastic results.
My dog cut her paw got blood spots all over the carpet (I didn't know it at the time.) I took a rag, soaked it in Pi Water, then rubbed it into
the stains. Walla, all gone.
Beverly
---------------------------------------------------------------According to Dave Balzer who was teaching at the Nikken University Event in Toronto, our system filter out about 67% of flouride.
Someone else explained here that flouride is a very small molecule and must attach itself to something else for example a pesticide in
order to get filtered out.
Sharon
---------------------------------------------------------------I just returned from a trip to West Africa and was so grateful to have my many Nikken products with me. I was the only one in my group
of twelve not to suffer stomach discomfort and I know it was because I filtered the bottled water that we purchased through my Ionic
Filtration Bottle.
Diane Bays
---------------------------------------------------------------Thought I'd share my latest finding. I often buy a salad mix called Spring Mix. It is very delicate and normally must be used within 2-3
days or the most sensitive greens totally rot and stick to the other leaves making the whole mix unusable. Since I've been washing this mix
with my PiMag water it is actually crisper than when I purchased it and I can buy the biggest bag because even after seven days there is
no sign of rot! My salad eating friends are amazed! Wish you could hear their comments :-)

Deanna Uldall
---------------------------------------------------------------Lou & I did lots of impressive experiments with bell peppers, African violets, lettuce, oranges, apples, etc. when PiMag Living Water was
introduced. The stuff is amazing. If you want a vivid demonstration, just soak your produce in the Living Water for about an hour ... then
taste the water! And consider that you've been eating whatever's now in that water. Pretty ugly & effective experience. The Living water
not only removes pesticides & other toxic junk form the surface of the produce, but apparently penetrates to some extent & draws toxins
out from within. ALL our produce gets soaked for an hour in PiMag Living Water for the last two years before being eaten.
--lou & dr. bob
---------------------------------------------------------------Corporate speaker Dave Balzer said that about 2/3 or 67% of flouride is removed using the Pi-Mag system. He is a reliable source and
was at the Nikken University event. I spoke with him personally afterwards to confirm about the flouride.
Sharon
---------------------------------------------------------------Last year, my PiMag water tested acidic after 2 months of changing my filters in the PiMag Unit. I called Nikken and they suggested I
take the Unit apart and clean the tubing. We put the tubing in a mild solution of Bleach water for a few minutes. It worked and the filters
lasted longer than the previous ones.
Pam
---------------------------------------------------------------Our guinea pig was raised on Brita water as we didn't have the Pi-water at the time. At some point he went lame in the back legs. We
tried magnets to no avail. Since I had the Pi-water bottle I decided to squeeze some into his water bottle which he then proceeded to drink
like crazy. He never really drank much water before but got most of his fluids through vegetables. The next day he was up and not only
walking but running around and able to stand on his hind legs again! Do you think it was a placebo effect?
1) To show others the difference between Brita and Pi water - do a PH test.
3) Leave some vegetables like celery or asparagus stalks with the bottoms in some Pi-water and some in the Brita water. Leave them in
the fridge for a month and see what happens. As Brita units are quite cheap there should be no buyer remorse and they can use the
container to fill up the Aqua Pour as I now also do.
4) Calculate the cost difference of filters. I used to have to replace my Brita filters at least every 2 weeks due to hard water. I think they
recommend once a month though.
Sharon
---------------------------------------------------------------A Culligan softner process uses polystyrene resin beads for this process. As water enters the tank, dissolved calcium and magnesium are
attracted to the resin, removing them from the water supply. Eventually the resin beads will be unable to remove more calcium and
magnesium minerals until they are regenerated. The regeneration process uses salt to rinse the resin beads of the accumulated calcium
and magnesium. Once the regeneration process is complete, the water softener is again ready to provide soft water. In other words, the
salt, which is Rock Salt, never really enters the drinking water. Filtering, which is what the PiMag system does, is removes particles and
gasses such as bacteria and chlorine and sediment. It would seem to me that you can use the PiMag system to show the wonderful taste
difference and because of the magnet it will further soften the water coming into the house. There shouldn't be any salt coming into your
filter.
Dr. Tom
---------------------------------------------------------------Lou & I met André at our wonderful hacienda in Ecuador just before Nikken opened there & enjoyed dining with him on the deck for
several days. He's a professional photographer & speaker whose passion is climbing the world's highest peaks ... and he’s in his 60's.

Here's his report from scaling McKinley.
----- Original Message ----From: A. Trottier
I though you might want to know that I am finally and safely back from Alaska where, as you know, I met a wonderful and the most
beautiful mountain I came across so far, the Denali (or McKinley as some still call it). What an experience! And a tough one. Cold during
the night and too hot during the day at the beginning, and of course getting colder as we neared the summit, though this year was an
exceptionally "mild" month of June. Am I ever glad that we never got the -40°F that they promised us before we departed. They
experienced it for about 10 days before us - end of May - and the coldest day for us happened on the last day when we got back to the
glacier to take the plane back to Talkeena, our base city.
I though you might be interested to know that the Nikken PiMag water bottle I took we me, helped a lot during the whole trip. Here is
why. Having a lot of water to drink while experiencing extreme effort is very important in high altitude mountains. We normally carry 2,
one-litter bottles (Nangene) for the day trip but it is seldom sufficient. Once you run out of water, you must wait until the end of the day
or the trail (usually a few hours) before you can lit the stoves and melt enough snow for drinking water. But with my Nikken PiMag water
bottle full of water, stored inside my warm parka to keep it from freezing, all I had to do when my two Nangenes bottles were empty, is
keep enough water in my Nikken PiMag water bottle (about half the bottle) fill it with available clean snow (we had plenty of it, I'll tell
you) and it melted quickly to an odorless and fresh water.
I most appreciated it coming down, on the way back to the base camp, and even though one guy was wise enough to keep a mouthful of
water at the bottom of his bottle for later use, when we finally arrived at the camp after a twelve hours walk pulling a backpack and a
sleigh full of gears, I was the only one with water all the way down while the others run out it after a few hours. I could have made a
fortune selling the bottle!!!!
Andre
---------------------------------------------------------------We have been freezing PiMag water for years (ever since it was introduced). I just turned our ice maker off because I didn't want to
contaminate any drinks with chlorine and all the other stuff that is in our municipal water.
Kay
---------------------------------------------------------------My husband and I use nothing but PiMag water for our ice cubes ... we call them "pice cubes". :-)
---------------------------------------------------------------Why not use PiMag water to make ice cubes? I've been doing it since we installed our Water System over 2 years ago. Isn't it foolish to
use PiMag water and have the regular water we're replacing melt into our delicious healthful water?
Susan
---------------------------------------------------------------My daughter Susan has the PiMag water system. Her son's friend James (age 6) was visiting for the weekend and drinking lots of water.
When he went home, he told his mother that she should get water like Susan's. He said, "Whenever I got tired I would just ask Susan for a
drink of water, and then I was full up with energy and ready to play for hours!" We have no awareness that James knows anything about
the water, or Nikken, or energy.
Rosemarie
---------------------------------------------------------------I was driving across a long, busy bridge at rush hour a few days ago, when my right eye suddenly started to burn and tear uncontrollably.
After a few minutes, I realized that it wouldn't go away on its own and there was nothing I could do to make it stop. Knowing that I might
have an accident because I couldn't see where I was going, I reached for my PiMag water bottle and squirted it in my eye. The burning
and tearing abated immediately. A few minutes later, I squirted my eye one more time and the burning and tearing stopped altogether.
WOW! My water bottle may very well have saved my life!
Judy
----------------------------------------------------------------

My mother began using PiMag water in July of this year as well as sleeping on a magnetic pad and using a Nikken Dream
comforter. She was previously taking 3 Glucotrol pills each day for her diabetes and the doctor has now had to lower her dosage to 1
Glucotrol per day because her blood sugars were running too low. She is now doing fine on only one Glucotrol per day and has so much
more energy.
Jackie
---------------------------------------------------------------I am determined to keep my water intake up. I did an experiment on myself recently regarding water consumption. I have arthritis and a
painful heel spur and been on 200mg of Celebrex twice a day. The Celebrex did relieve the pain, but my goal is to live without having to
rely on pharmaceuticals if possible. I started pushing my PiMag water intake dramatically. I discovered that once my water intake got
over (only) 30 ounces, I was pain free, or very very close to it. Of course, I continue to try to keep my consumption up over 70 ounces
(with a goal of over 100 ounces) of water daily. How much better I feel and how simple. I am happy to report that at this time I am
pain free.
In addition to being without joint pain, the water has COMPLETELY eradicated a patch of eczema that had plagued me for over 10 years.
It is completely and totally GONE. I'm a firm believer in the healing ability of the body when properly hydrated. And with the best water
in the world, PiMag water, anything is possible.
Leanne
---------------------------------------------------------------First as an analytical chemist and now for more than 20 years as an internal medicine specialist I have long observed the link between
health and water. In my experience no environmental factor has greater impact on wellness than water. At birth our bodies are 90% water
or more. Aging is accompanied by a decline in that percentage, a process of desiccation or dehydration. Our most basic bodily functions
require the proper aqueous medium. Digestion, absorption and circulation of essential nutrients, as well as the excretion of toxic waste
products, would all grind to a halt without water.
After 30 plus years experience as a chemist and physician I had occasion to test Nikken’s PiMag water system and Optimizer. They
provide the highest of quality filtration, add calcium and other important minerals, correct the pH balance, organize the molecules into
healthier clusters and enrich the oxygen content. On many occasions I have observed resolution of sleep disorder, remarkable increases in
energy and stamina, desired weight loss, reversal of mental confusion, accelerated recovery from surgery and clearing of metastatic
cancer while these products were used. Four generations of women in my own family have had remarkable benefits. Here are some case
histories from my files:
1. Mr. Lee is a 74 year-old Korean American living in Los Angeles. First diagnosed with colon carcinoma 3 years ago, he was initially
treated with surgical resection and adjuvant chemotherapy. Unfortunately the cancer recurred locally 8 months ago. Surgical resection
was reattempted but proved technically impossible with residual tumor left intra-abdominally. Mr. Lee elected to receive radiotherapy, but
no more chemotherapy. At the same time he was introduced to Nikken technologies, starting with the sleep system and PiMag/Optimized
water. Despite the concerns of his surgeon that a second round of chemotherapy was not used, today Mr. Lee received the fantastic news
that scans showed no residual tumor whatsoever.
2. My mother is 73 years old and lives in Cupertino, California. Two years ago she was diagnosed with uterine carcinoma. This was
treated with surgery alone. In the post-operative period she developed excruciating right-sided sciatica. Despite treatment with physical
therapy and multiple medications she experienced worsening pain and loss of function. Spinal stenosis was diagnosed by MRI, nerve and
muscle studies. Decompressive surgery was performed one year ago. Unfortunately, she obtained no relief and suffered an ever
steepening downhill course. Less than one month ago she was flat on her back in the living room floor where my 79 year-old father tried
his best to care for her. Then she was started on Nikken products, including Antioxidant, PiMag/Optimized water and the Palm Mag.
Even with marked muscle wasting after 2 years of inactivity, she soon began to crawl, then stood with a walker and now ambulates
unassisted.
3. Lydia Olson is a Chinese American in her late 50's, living beside the Monterey Bay. Three years ago she was diagnosed with breast
cancer. This was approached with mastectomy and adjuvant chemotherapy. A year and a half ago, she was found with widespread
metastases involving spine, ribs and cranium. Chemotherapy was offered with a new regimen, but the first cycle proved quite devastating.
Fortunately she was started on PiMag/Optimized water, Long Johns, and the sleep system. Her next cycle went so smoothly that she went
dancing and continued to feel well throughout the remainder of the course of chemotherapy. To date, all metastases have disappeared and
the tumor marker is normal. She is the sole survivor of cancer patients in her original cohort. Energy levels now exceed that of much
younger TaiChi students in the class she teaches.

4. My grandmother, soon to be 95 years of age, resides in San Jose, California. Two years ago a quarter sized ulcer appeared on the side
of her right calf. After a year of non-healing she was referred by her primary care doctor to Kaiser's wound care clinic. Despite weekly
visits in the clinic and twice daily dressing changes at home, the ulcer persisted. A biopsy showed skin cancer. After wide excision, a skin
graft was attempted, but sloughed. At that time, 1 1/2 years after the ulcer first appeared, grandma's daughter-in-law was inspired to soak
her dressings twice daily in Optimized water. Within 4 weeks the gaping skin healed completely.
---------------------------------------------------------------I have a membership gym in Portland, Me. and installed the PiMag counter top unit to the water fountain in the main workout area
about a year ago. We also have one plumbed into the kitchen sink for the employees. The unit attached to the water fountain is actually
located in the kitchen area, and has a long pipe to the fountain. It has worked great. The members love it and bring their empty bottles to
fill up. We have not had to replace the filters as yet.
Antonia
---------------------------------------------------------------We have had our well water tested by both Snohomish County and an independent company who tried to sell us bottled water. Both
informed us we had optimal water. Although we have been told we had optimal water (and before Nikken we thought we had the best
water), our Nikken Wellness Home's water products have been life changing.
Our showers use to have to be scrubbed thoroughly and often in order to avoid mineral deposit build up. Since we installed our shower
head in our master bath, we have not only noticed a significant change in the smell of the water from having a light-mineral scent to a
spring rain scent, but we have noticed a significant decrease in mineral deposit build up in the floor of our shower. The family loves the
shower heads so much that now the kids only want to take showers in our bathroom instead of theirs because they notice such a
difference.
My son has a skin edema problem that he has had since birth. It has been dark brown in color and over the past three months since our son
began drinking PiMag water, the skin on his chin is becoming lighter in color.
Dennis (my husband) commented recently how different our coffee tastes using PiMag water versus our own well water out of the tap.
We have even noticed a difference in the taste of our coffee between optimized and non-optimized.
This past month we switched between the ceramic filter to the sponge filter because we were drinking so much water and the sponge was
quicker to filter. We have been amazed at the appearance of the sponge filter after only a month of use and can't believe what we have
been drinking for years.
Debi Johnson
---------------------------------------------------------------I was not paying attention when cutting a thread the other day and succeeded in cutting the thread and my thumb! My thumb began
bleeding profusely -- I ran cold water over it, put alcohol on it and held a cotton pad over it to stop the bleeding, to no avail. I had just
poured my cats a dish of PiMag water and decided to dip a piece of cotton in the water and hold that on my thumb. Within less than a
minute the bleeding stopped, the pain went away and I can't see or feel where my thumb was cut! I learn something new everyday from
these awesome products.
Sandi Phelps
---------------------------------------------------------------I had just posed a question about our water systems to the Health Care Professionals forum - and it was suggested that distributor relations
is a good source of information. An e-mail from them was forwarded to me and I will share it with you:
1) The ceramic pre-filter in the Aqua Pour will filter down to 0.2 microns. The Under and Countertop water systems will filter down to
0.5 microns. We do not have the micron information for the water bottles. The micro sponge will filter down to 10 microns.
2) The Nikken water systems should be able to reduce arsenic by about half. The filter would need to be changed twice as often as the
manual recommends.
3) The mineral stones will elute trace amounts of the following: Calcium, chloride, cobalt, copper, chromium, germanium, iodine, iron,
kallum, magnesium, manganese, molybdenum, natritum, phosphorous, potassium, selenium, sodium, sulphur and zinc. Please note that
these are trace amounts and cannot be measured. The rocks come from the bottom of a sea in Korea. There are no rocks inside the filters
of the countertop and undercounter systems. However, the Pi Ceramics will elute trace amounts of calcium and magnesium.
4) The Pi Ceramics reproduce the conditions for creating Pi water. Magnetic technology adds the magnetic component to produce Pi
water. The filter does not add far-infrared energy to the water. It does, however, add magnetics and pi energy.

5) ABS plastic is perfectly safe. It is non-leaching food grade plastic.
6) Non-leaching food-grade ABS plastic is used for the water bottles. It is made of low density polyethylene.
7) The water bottles have a recycling code of 4. The Aqua Pour has a recycling grade of 7.
Maryjoan

Aqua Pour Testimonials
(These testimonials are not endorsed by Nikken. They are from people like you and me. We make NO MEDICAL CLAIMS -- and we
do not claim to heal or cure)

Here's some information passed on by other launch sites, and passed on to us by Diamonds Pat Terry & Mac MacDonald:
-------What's Great about the AquaPour:
 Nikken ROCKS! We can now state this with complete authority. There'll even be an item number for it! OK, so they refer to
them as "mineral stones", but I prefer Nikken Rocks!
 It doesn't require any plumbing or electricity - great emergency preparedness for our family.
 Two types of filters - regular filter takes 40 minutes, or intensive filter takes 5 hours.
 This is the PERFECT solution for anyone who cannot use a PiMag kitchen unit! Especially water with those awful
nitrates....my friends tested their well water, which was VERY, VERY high in nitrates and bacteria. The caution level for
nitrates is 10. Their tap water was testing out at 18.8. When they hooked up a regular PiMag unit, it did a great job of getting
the water much cleaner, but the nitrate level was still at 14. When tested through the AquaPour with the 5 hour filter, not only
did it get the water super clean with no bacteria, but the nitrate level went down to 0.4! Every well varies in water quality,
and each well owner knows the quality of their own well water - they can test their water, too!
 It looks great - and it has a smooth, mineral water taste to it. The mineral taste is even adjustable...I took 4 or 5 rocks out of
mine to adjust the taste to my personal preference.
 It's PERFECT for the office - for your own, and for your dentist, chiropractor, bank, insurance office, financial advisor.
Anywhere you see a portable water unit that pays to have water delivered, they can have convenient, delicious, healthy,
economical water for their office! It costs about $30 a month to have water delivered. That's $360 per year, compared to an
AquaPour at Retail for $299 that they can use year after year.
 My kids love to get water out of that dispenser - I have it as our home's upstairs water unit, on the counter in their bathroom,
and now we never have to have a sip of that water full of chlorine and ammonia! I just refill it out of the sink each day.
Dennis & Ruth
---------------------------------------------------------------------F
Dave Balzar was in Mexico when the Aqua Pour unit was introduced. They had fish in a bowl, they killed the fish with a nasty
poison, then they ran that water thru the unit & the man from Korea who designed the unit drank the water.
AcquaPour gravity Water System--creates clean PiMag Water anywhere without plumbing
A--Micro Sponge pre-filter--removes large particulate matter--cross-linked starch material that doesn't dissolve ... OR ...
B--Ceramic pre-filter if you have highly contaminated with Fe, Cu, etc.--slows the filtration process a lot)
C--Filter cartridge
1) activated charcoal mixed with ???
2) PiCeramics--small white spheres--ion exchange to create the Pi part
3) zeolite diatomaceous earth
4) Mineral Stones---addresses acid problems, promotes alkalinity
5) 1,200 gauss cylindrical magnet to create better molecularly structured water
lou & dr. bob wynman
------------------------------------------

Dennis Williams sent this:
We've been hearing that several people are a little puzzled and frustrated trying to assemble their new Aqua Pour systems. I set mine
up yesterday, so thought I would assist you a little (if you need it) to make it easier for you when your system arrives. Get your little
booklet that comes with the system and turn to page:3 (The page with the Components Pictured)
The Base (O) doesn't need any explanation. Wash the Water supply tank (I) and the Water fill tank (C) with a mild dish soap, rinse
and dry.
Place the tap ring seal (L)(small soft washer)over the stem of the water tap (K), then put the stem through the hole in the Water Supply
Tank (I) from the outside. Place the Magnetic Tube Ring Seal (M) (the larger, soft washer)over the protruding water tap stem on the
inside of the Water supply tank (I), with the smaller side toward the Water tap and thread the Magnetic Tube (N) onto it.

The Filter Cartridge (G) needs flushed prior to installing. I balanced it on the edge of two cups in the sink and let the cold water run
slowly through it from the faucet for about 10 minutes.
The Mineral Stones (J) need rinsed in warm water and air dried before placing them in the bottom of the Water Supply Tank (I) I put
them in a circle against the outside of the Water Supply Tank (So the filter wouldn't be touching them when it was lowered into the
tank.)
Next, place the Filter Ring Seal (F), which is the round "O" Ring over the threads on the top of the Filter Cartridge (G), then screw the
Filter Plate (E) carefully over the threads of the Filter Cartridge (G).
Put the Water Tank Cover (H) on the Water Supply Tank (I) and lower the Filter Cartridge (G) through the opening in the Water Tank
Cover (H) (The Filter Plate on the top of the filter will catch on the water tank cover and not let it drop through.
Next, place the Plate Ring Seal (D)(the largest soft rubber gasket)into the Filter Plate (E) with the widest part of the seal toward the
top.
The Microsponge Filter (B) needs to be softened by running cold water over it, and squeezing it. Then place the softened Microsponge
Filter into the round cup of the same size in the top of the Water Fill Tank (C). (This is the round cup with the hole in the center of the
bottom of it.) Then place the Water Fill Tank (C) over the Water Tank Cover (H)
Fill the Water Fill Tank (C) with cold tap water. Press down on the Microsponge Filter several times with your fingers to release the
air bubbles, then put the Cover (A) on the top. Discard the first batch of water, and you're ready to go!
The Optional Filter (P) you probably won't need to use at all unless you've got some really bad water that needs intensive filtration (It
takes a longer time to operate). If you do need this ceramic filter, you remove the soft Microsponge from the cup in the top of the
Water Fill Tank (C) and place the threads of the ceramic filter down through the hole, as per the diagram on page 3. The Filter Ring
Seal (the only ring you have left, fits around the bottom of the Ceramic Filter)
Hope this helps and makes it easier for you to assemble and enjoy your Aqua Pour system.
Dennis & Ruth
----------------------------------------------------------------------

I was told was that the filter needs to soak completely *before* using it in the system. My upline had let one of the filters soak for
awhile, but it was still a little stiff in one area. He got impatient, figured "close enough" was enough, but it wasn't. Lo and behold,
after he let the filter soak separately awhile longer until it was completely soft throughout, it worked fine.
Terry
----------------------------------------------------------------------

If you're using the ceramic filter, it will take between 5-7 hours for the water to filter through. On our launch host training call with
Dave Balzer prior to the launch, the ceramic filter is recommended for very hard water or water with lots of iron or copper. This filter
would also be used if you are using an uncertain water source. If this is the case, it is recommended that you put one drop of iodine per
liter of water into the upper chamber. When the water filters through, you won't taste or see the iodine. The best thing is, fill it before
you go to bed at night and you'll have filtered water by morning. When you draw water off, then replace it immediately and you
should have a constant supply of filtered water. Other "good quality" (municipally treated water) you can use the micropore sponge in
which case, it takes about 20 minutes for all 8 litres to filter through. The microsponge prefilter is also with your Aqua Pour. It is
about 3 inches round and soft. It has a cornstarch base and will last about 5 years or 5,283 gallons, whichever comes first.
Barb and Wayne, Ontario, Canada
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Today I called distributor relations to ask a question about it and they told me to be sure to soak the filter and filter cartridge for 3-4
days to open the pores. Be sure to weight down the filters in the water as they will float. They said that their testing did not require
them to be soaked that long, hence the instructions in the manual state a shorter period. However, in California for example, they are
finding that it is requiring more soaking time. Something about the difference in the water in that state and others may also experience
it. He also suggested that after 40-60 day’s of use the pours would open even more and we would experience faster pass through.

Suzanne
----------------------------------------------------------------------

I have just spoken with the President's Club at Nikken, thanks to Nancy Thompson, and they confirmed and gave me a solution that I
want to share regarding a Ceramic Pre-Filter to the Aqua Pour thats filtering water too slowly!
First of all, if you are using Municipal water I would recommend using the "sponge" pre-filter on your Aqua Pour. If you have well
water and it's quality is questionable due to runoff then by all means I would recommend using the "ceramic" pre-filter.
Before using or if you are already using the Ceramic Pre-filter and experiencing slow filtration, what you want to do is soak the
Ceramic Pre-filter overnight in water. This will make the filter more porous and the more porous the filter is the faster it will filter!
Regardless, the first four times you use the Ceramic Pre-filter it may take up to five days to filter the full amount of water. The Nikken
Home Office said to expect the first week to two weeks using the Ceramic Pre-filter to be very slow filtration. After that and
especially if you soak the Ceramic Pre-filter overnight, it should work very efficiently!
Helpful Hint with both the sponge and ceramic pre-filters: in the beginning you may find you have to "lift and burp" them or with the
sponge pre-filter you may find you have to "squeeze" the sponge to make it porous so the water will flow quicker -- just in the first
few days!
Kathie Zier
----------------------------------------------------------------------

I just put together my Aqua Pour last night. I did put one together for my daughter's barber shop a couple of months ago. I soaked the
mineral stones in PiMag water for two days, changing the water once. I also soaked the filter in PiMag water for two days, as well as
the sponge. Also rinsed water through the filter to make sure it was running clean, before assembling the unit. Then I filled the tank
and let it drip through and threw that out. This morning putting in fresh water, it drips through really fast.....and it taste great to me.
Even better Optimized. I did this same thing when assembling the unit for my daughter and she has sulfur water and it taste great. I
think if the stones are soaked, they will not have that salty taste, or mineral taste.
Dorothy
----------------------------------------------------------------------

If your system starts leaking, make sure you do not over fill the unit. When the bottom is 3/4's filled, do not add any more water. Also
make sure the washers are in correctly.
Ann in Meredith, NH
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The following is from Bruce Black to us to you.......Herb Schoenfeld
My grandaughter (4 yrs) was having a "sleep over" on Friday evening with 3 little friends. I visited them, and brought the
AquaPour. As I was setting it up, and filling the top with water, they were lined up with their little cups, waiting for the water to go
through. They sat quietly for 30 minutes watching the water drip down over the rocks. When they were able to drink it, they filled
their cups, drank the water, went and played, and kept coming back for more. Not only did they love the water, but they liked being
able to get their own. The next morning I went back early to make them breakfast, and as soon as they ran out of the bedroom,
they went straight to the AquaPour for more water. They know a good thing!
Carol Taylor
----------------------------------------------------------------

I began using the AquaPour Water System about a month ago and I thought I would share my experience. Ten or so years ago I
became seriously ill following the inhalation of black and white photographic chemicals. Concern of the long term effects of those
chemicals prompted me to increase my water intake. Because I was also concerned about what might be in the water, I began using
one of the mainstream pitcher filtering systems about eight years ago. After three days of drinking water from the AquaPour, I noticed
I was not thirsty.

A day or two later it occurred to me that I was urinating significantly less. I also noticed that the bottom of my feet had become pink
and looked healthy. Days earlier they had been almost totally hard and white with calluses. They had been that way for years. Then I
noticed my face. The dry scaly skin problem that had been getting worse and worse for the past few years was vastly improved. My
bowels have also shown a subtle improvement. The Aqua Pour has improved things quite a lot for me. And, I'm delighted.
----------------------------------------------------------------

I attended a meeting (Oct '03) where Dave Balzer, Consultant to Nikken, shared info on AquaPour System; it was the introduction of
new products. Dave shared that there is a 70-75% reduction of fluoride. Also, there is a 95% reduction of chlorine, odors, bad colors.
If I remember correctly, the PiMag Countertop is just as effective with these reductions. (I've been using this system for over 3 years
now and love it; 'couldn't live without it'!)
Mary
----------------------------------------------------------------

A friend who has had terrible acid reflux problem since childhood was able to only sip water and never drink a full glass. She
purchased Aqua Pour and Optimizer a month ago. She told me today that she no longer has acid reflux problem and can drink
a large glass of Optimized water at once!
Annette
----------------------------------------------------------------

The mineral stones create a natural alkalinity and make the water the correct pH The mineral stones provide another natural form of
filtration. The stones in the lower tank are found at 800 meters below sea level. Shesido Cosmetics uses these stone to moisturize the
skin. There are 18 kinds of choice minerals in the stones.
----------------------------------------------------------------

My downline, Alan, took our Aqua Pour water to be tested against Kangen water which costs $3,000. Tests in three areas (pH,
molecular structure and absorbability) proved Aqua Pour and Kangen water about equal in quality. You can imagine HOW MUCH
BETTER it will be with Optimizer! Alan's potential partner returned all three Kangen water filters he bought and is joining Nikken to
do business! Moral of the story: Do not let anyone tell you our products are expensive. Be absolutely confident that there are no better
products than ours. The Aqua Pour water ($299 retail) vs. Kangen filters ($3,000).
Annette
----------------------------------------------------------------

Mold/mildew can easily occur if the AquaPour is in a humid environment where moisture condenses on the outside of it when it is
filled with cool water. Moving it farther from things like sinks, dishwashers, etc. where the air can be really damp or steamy can help
keep it from returning. To remove it from the exterior of the AquaPour simply wipe it down (wearing rubber gloves) with a solution of
water and Clorox bleach. I use 1/2 cup chlorine bleach to one gallon of water. This is probably several times stronger than needed. Do
this outdoors if possible so you do not breathe in any of the fumes. Rinse well and it should be okay.
If algae gets on the inside the major cause is sitting in too much light, either in direct sunlight at a window, or very close to a bright
fluorescent bulb. Just like how you can often see growths of algae in aquariums. It can't hurt you, and might even be healthy as algae
is high in nutritional factors, but it does look bad to guests. First get rid of the cause. It should never sit in direct sunlight, the
instructions with it even mention this, and sitting near a bright light can cause it also, but not nearly as fast.
The solution is similar to above. Again outside if possible and wearing gloves you want to clean it with a solution of Clorox bleach
and water. Disassemble the AquaPour and remove all filters, rocks, etc. Clean all plastic parts thoroughly inside and out with the
solution. Rinse *VERY* well... then rinse again. You want to be sure ALL chlorine is removed. Chlorine is a toxin. Then (this is
probably not needed, but I do it as a precaution) let the AquaPour parts air dry for 10-12 hours so that any chlorine which may have
been absorbed into the surface of the plastic will dissipate into the air.
If algae is in the top tank replace the sponge filter. If it is in the bottom tank take the mineral rocks, place them either in a colander
or a mesh bag and under running water tumble them for several minutes so the "grind" themselves clean. If it is in the main center
filter and the filter is fairly old I then maybe it is near time to replace it anyway. If it is in the center filter, but it is fairly new, then you
have two choices. You can either replace it, or simply continue using it. The algae in the filter will not hurt you. It just looks bad to
others and can be the "seed" to start a new algae growth if the conditions causing it have not been removed.

Just remember in all cases above to *avoid the fumes* as much as possible and *wear gloves*. Always rinse cleaned parts well,
*immediately* after wiping them down with the solution.
BTW, I always do the above for sanitation purposes any time I get my AquaPour loaner back from someone. You never really know
how clean someone else's kitchen may be when you are not there.
Tim Kemp
----------------------------------------------------------------

The only space available in my kitchen was near a window. The sun would cause algae so after cleaning completely I placed a piece
of aluminum foil on the back side of the lower holding tank to deflect the sunlight. It has worked perfectly for me. You could use any
material that would reflect the light. I use city water which has chlorine in it so I do not get algae in the upper container.

Aqua Pour Deluxe Testimonials
(These testimonials are not endorsed by Nikken. They are from people like you and me. We make NO MEDICAL CLAIMS -- and we
do not claim to heal or cure)

My teenage son drinks much more PiMag water since we got ours, instead of getting water out of the front of the fridge, or looking for
some other kind of a cold drink. It also comes in handy for making soup, instant oatmeal, hot chocolate, and other hot drinks, without
having to put water in the microwave to heat up.
----------------------------------------------------------------

Focus On Growth has a cooler that is made to be a base unit for AquaPour Deluxe. You can locate it at www.focusongrowth.com. I
also heard that WalMart carries a floor stand model that works.
Loretta
----------------------------------------------------------------

Here are some suggestions for water dispenser stands for the Aqua Pour Deluxe Units from some folks:
Leon, I checked the water coolers at Home Depot and they had four models, all of which would work with our system. One point of
note; when I ask the clerk if they only would take the small neck bottles he responded yes that was all they would use. I then ask
him to lower one down...their display was too high to see the opening... it did only have a small opening, but there was an insert.
When I ask him if that would come off he said no and pulled on it to show me. I then ask him to try turning it to see if it might be
threaded. When he did it came right out. We then check the other three coolers and they all worked the same. Prices were from $99
and up. I think maybe a lot of them work this way and the clerks just don't know it. Hope this helps... -Don
----------------------------------Leon, I bought a Sunbeam brand at Home Depot. It is the Cooler and Heater Dispensers it works great. It's the Model # YLR2590H23 The price was around 90.00 it has a small cooler to keep cold juices or things are the base of it. It has cooler and heater
dispenser as well as room temp. I am thinking about buying the buy one get one free for Christmas gifts for my mom and sister.
------------------------------------Leon, we bought our G.E. dispenser at Walmart several months ago. We love it because it not only has all 3 temperatures, but you can
use it either on a counter top or as a stand-alone because the stand that comes with it comes in two pieces and you can use them
together or just one. Don't know if they still have it, but Model No. is YLR2-5-87H3. Good luck! It has worked perfectly for us, and
we've packed it up and taken it to several events. Oh, and I think it cost $79.95. Hope that helps. Dan and Jean
---------------------------------Leon, I finally found a water dispenser (dispenses cold & room temperature water) in Okla. City today that the Nikken Aqua Pour
Deluxe water bottle will fit into after making some minor adjustments to the dispenser. You might want to add the following brand &
model to your list of dispensers that work for the Aqua Pour.
Brand
Model #
Purchase Price (Before Tax)
Sunbeam #0209 YL2-27CH2
$89.00

Place Purchased
Walmart Super Center

To accommodate the fatter Nikken bottle opening, you do have to unscrew the inner ring on the dispenser that was designed for the
skinnier bottles.
Leon
----------------------------------------------------------------

This water test testimonial came to us from Annette Jackson.
Herb Schoenfeld
--------------My downline, Alan Parlade, took our Aqua Pour water to be tested against Kangen water which costs $3,000. Tests in three areas
(pH, molecular structure and absorbability) proved Aqua Pour and Kangen water about equal in quality. You can imagine HOW
MUCH BETTER it will be with Optimizer!! Alan's potential partner returned all three Kangen water filters he bought and is joining
Nikken to do business!!! Kangen ($3,000) vs. Aqua Pour ($240).
Moral of the story: Do not let anyone tell you our products are expensive. Be absolutely confident that there are no better products
than ours!!!

Dr John & Annette Jackson - California
----------------------------------------------------------------

My downline, Alan, took our Aqua Pour water to be tested against Kangen water which costs $3,000. Tests in three areas (pH,
molecular structure and absorbability) proved Aqua Pour and Kangen water about equal in quality. You can imagine HOW MUCH
BETTER it will be with Optimizer! Alan's potential partner returned all three Kangen water filters he bought and is joining Nikken to
do business! Moral of the story: Do not let anyone tell you our products are expensive. Be absolutely confident that there are no better
products than ours. The Aqua Pour water ($299 retail) vs. Kangen filters ($3,000).
Annette
----------------------------------------------------------------

My husband and I heard about Nikken for the first time when we experienced the water last week. We are so excited to finally find
water that gave me instant relief from years of acid reflux just from drinking my first sip of Aqua Pour gravity fed water. We
purchased our own unit immediately and my health has been steadily improving since then. My husband and I are so excited to have
found this product and want to share it with everybody we meet.
Marilyn

